Introduction

iPad Revolution at Lynn University

From the start: iBooks!

Created by faculty

Created for Lynn students

Tips!
Writing a book: Collaborate!

- Collaborate
- Same subject colleagues
  - Divide chapters
  - Create videos
  - Case studies
- Input from other subjects
  - Different perspective
  - Application
Writing a book: On your own!

- Write in phases
- Publish as you go
- Add your own content
- Course specific
Widgets

- iBooks Author
- Bookry
- Bookwidgets
iBooks Author widgets

Interactive images

Quizzes

Popovers
Bookry widgets

More quizzes
Embed YouTube videos
Social media
Link to Ted Talks
Bookwidgets

Worksheets
Whiteboards
Mind maps
Games
Crossword
Bingo
Interactive graphs, spreadsheets
Planner

REFLECT!
Think of an example of social class hindering a person’s chance of success.

Find a news article that exemplifies the disadvantages caused by social class. Add a screenshot of the article here.

What Would You Do?
Think of a serious social problem today that relates to your academic major. What is it? Write it down.

Now, develop three theories on what you feel might cause this problem and three possible harmful consequences to society of the existence of the problem. (You do not need to research these theories. Instead, your theories on the causes and consequences of the problem can be “off the top of your head.”)

How might you go about studying the problem in order to actually determine the real causes and consequences of it? Write down a good research strategy.

www.bookwidgets.com/play/AB2N68
Including large files

PDFs

Slides

Links to outside sources

Photo Gallery
Organization

Sections

Boxes

Disable scrolling view
Use colors

Consistency

Topic related

Draw attention

Pretty
Benefits

Free

To create

To distribute

Tailor-made

Individual class needs

Update with current events

Editing is ongoing process

Sell?
Brainstorm

How can YOU use iBooks in your subject?

How can STUDENTS contribute?
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